
Rubb passes the
FLAME TEST

fire for evaluation of wall and ceiling building materials. The
fire source was positioned in the corner of the test structure.
The first smoke detector activated 24 seconds after ignition
and, although the fire penetrated the wall closest to the fire
before the sprinkler actuated, all installed sprinklers actuated
before flames compromised the adjacent south wall and the
ceiling over the fire source location. Crucial to the continued
life of the steel structure was the fact that the building PVC
self-vented and interior temperatures were significantly
reduced. This was exactly the experience of the Merrill fire,
thus saving the steel structure for a new membrane cover. 
In a fully steel clad structure interior temperatures would be
expected to reach higher levels and structural failure would
be more likely. In aluminium frame fabric structures or thin
wall steel structures heat effects would be more damaging
than in a Rubb structure.

After severe exposure of the test structure to the fire source
for a 15 minute duration, the fire test was concluded with no
self-sustained propagation of the fire by the fabric covering
and no fire damage to structural support members.

In addition to the laboratory scale flammability tests were
also performed on the 28 ounce Rubb membrane fabric to
measure heat release and ease of ignition properties. In the
conclusion the Factory Mutual Corporation commented:
“Fabric used for construction of the tension supported
membrane structure evaluated during this program will not
propagate flame or sustain combustion when exposed to 
a severe fire. Only the fabric immediately adjacent to the
flaming fire source became
involved in the fire.

Smoke detectors will
provide early warning against fire 
prior to burn-through or venting of the structure. If a severe
fire occurs in close proximity to walls, burn-through of the
exposed walls is likely before a sprinkler can actuate.
However, sprinklers would likely actuate prior to burn-through
of the ceiling fabric.”

Only last year the components of Rubb buildings were
analyzed in further stringent fire tests in the UK. Rubb
products have now been accredited with BS 7157 as further
proof in satisfying current building regulations.

Rubb has recently produced a fire performance videotape
which details the Merrill Marine Terminal Fire. This videotape,
together with the Factory Mutual test video, are available to
assist with understanding the fire performance characteristics
of the Rubb product.

At 3 am on a November morning in 1999, a fast spreading
fire engulfed a Rubb storage facility at the Merrill Marine
Terminal in Portland, Maine.  A stray spark caused hundreds
of bales of scrap paper to ignite as fire swept through the
82’ x 120’ structure; one of four Rubb buildings at the
terminal.

The fast spreading fire vaporized the Rubb PVC membrane
allowing heat and smoke to escape and thereby preventing
heat damage to the steel framework of the building. Fire
personnel were able to fight the fire safely and effectively
from outside the structure. Amazingly, the structure was
back in service with a new PVC membrane in less than a
week following this severe fire.

As Rubb’s client Mr. P.D. Merrill commented after the event:
“Any other building would have been a total disaster - a
total loss. We simply put new fabric on the building and it
was back in service in less than a week”.

This real life fire situation served to reinforce the results
from an earlier full scale fire test of a 40’ x 50’ x 23’ Rubb
membrane structure conducted by Factory Mutual
Research Corporation (FMRC) Test Center located in West
Gloucester, Rhode Island.

The test structure consisted of a galvanized steel tube
frame set on I-Beams anchored to the floor. The covering
was 28 ounce per square yard PVC-coated polyester fabric
tensioned over the framework.

For this test, instrumentation was used to measure fire
signature data and to obtain information regarding fire
detection response. Inside the structure, ionization and
photoelectric smoke detector pairs were installed at two
ceiling locations and fast response and standard response
sprinkler heads were installed at four locations but not
connected to a water source.

The fire was set in one corner of the test structure utilizing
the fire source prescribed by the FMRC Approvals Division
Building Corner Fire Test protocol. This required a 5’ high,
750 lb. pile of hardwood pallets, 17 in total, as an exposure

Fire case study

The Rubb structure is intact after a severe fire in a paper storage warehouse

... and 1 week later, complete with new membrane


